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What are adjectives?

Adjectives are words that modify nouns. An adjective gives information about the noun. They are

used to describe the quality or quantity of a noun. That is why they are called describing words.

Examples:               

The villain in the movie Psycho was scary.

I want ten candles on the cake.

This painting is beautiful.

In the examples above, “scary” informs us about the quality of the movie villain, “ten” tells us

about the number of candles, and “beautiful” describes the painting.
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Pick the suitable option

 1.The actress looked very ______.

     ugly/ beautiful/ surprised

                              

2. The teacher got _____ when the students did not score well in exams.

     worried/ happy/ sleepy

 

3. Canada is a_____ country.

    tall/ short/ huge

 

4. Teachers admire _____ students.

     sad/ naughty/ dedicated

 

5. The film industry appears to be a _____ industry.

    glamorous/ tall/ short

 

6. Some senior citizens are very _____ personalities.

     fat/ jovial/ tiny

 

7. We should be _____ for all that we have.

     thankful/ cheerful/ upset

 

8. That movie was very ______.

     surprised/ scary/ lazy

 

9. The Pacific Ocean is _____.

    kind/ calm/ massive

 

10. You have to be _____ to be successful.

       ambitious/ great/ gentle
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Answers

1. The actress looked very (beautiful).

    ugly/ beautiful/ surprised

 

2. The teacher got (worried) when the students did not score well in exams.

    worried/ happy/ sleepy

 

3. Canada is a (huge) country.

      Tall/ short/ huge

 

4. Teachers admire (dedicated) students.

     sad/ naughty/ dedicated

 

5. The film industry appears to be a (glamorous) industry.

     glamorous/ tall/ short

 

6. Some senior citizens are very (jovial) personalities.

    fat/ jovial/ tiny

 

7. We should be (thankful) for all that we have.

     thankful/ cheerful/ upset

 

8. That movie was very (scary).

    surprised/ scary/ lazy

 

9. The Pacific Ocean is (massive).

    kind/ calm/ massive

                                                              

10. You have to be (ambitions) to be successful.

       ambitious/ great/ gentle
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